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Which liquid 
rusts iron faster?

Why does it happen and on 
what scale can it go to?



Research

I researched which metal rusts fastest and found iron. I found 
steel wool to soak in various types of liquids. It turns out steel 
wool is actually 98% iron! The goal of this research was to find 
something that would rust quickly and that there was an 
abundance of.

I believe soda will rust iron more.



The Test

My experiment consisted of filling small jars with saltwater, 
soda, lemon juice, and normal water. I then put small pieces of 
steel wool in for 7 days and waited to see which liquid 
corroded the metal the most.



Day 1

Today I put the pieces in at 6:25pm. The piece with salt water is most buoyant 
because of salt. The same applies in the dead sea, where salt makes people float. 
All pieces went in as expected and are being kept in a place that is room 
temperature and each piece is in the same amount of light.



Day 2

Rust! The jar with water in it has gained rust on the brim of the water, and 
underneath on the bottom! The lemon juice jar has soaked through the steel wool 
and formed a bit of rust on the tip. Nothing new happened for the other two. 
Actually, now seems like a good time to just simplify the jars instead of just saying 
“The jar with the water in it”. Helpful chart!

                 Water: A    Saltwater: B    Lemon juice: C    Dr. Pepper: D



Day 3

Jar B Joins the rust club! Jar A is growing the largest amount of rust, followed by jar 
B and C. for some reason Jar D still has no rust. I might want to research this…. 
None of the pieces are contorting. Everything is going as planned.



Day 4

Dr. Pepper Finally starts to rust! Of course, the liquid is the same color as rust, so I 
might have just not noticed it. Rusted strands are coming of of the pieces and even 
turning the liquids that aren't supposed to be brown rust colored!



Day 5

Salt water is in the lead! The piecle in jar C has gotten swollen and lumpy, but the 
shape of all others has stayed relatively the same. The rust in jar B is 
EVERYWHERE!



Day 6

Jar B has developed a greasy look, as the rust has made it so I can’t see 2 inches 
into the water and whenever light hits it, it shines as a rainbow! Interestingly 
enough, Jar B (In the lead.) also has the least amount of condensation. Some parts 
of the piece in Jar C have split in two, and the rust is twisting into the air, giving it a 
very dystopian look.



Day 7

It’s over! The final standing are jar B in 1st, Jar A in second, Jar D in third, and Jar C 
in last. In the end, everything was murky and cloudy and it was incredibly hard to 
see through, so the final observations were tough. However, the opposite occurred 
for Dr. Pepper, so everything was see through! 



Experiment 
data

Saltwater: 17
Soda: 8

Water: 13
Lemon juice: 6

saltwater

17

soda

8

Water
(control)

13

Lemon 
juice

6

1-5    not rusted
6-10  slightly rusted
11-15  halfway rusted
16-20  Totally covered with rust 



Pictures of each 
Liquid after 7th 

day

       2nd                  1st                   3rd              4th



Important!

It turns out that saltwater rusts iron fastest, which isn’t in line with my hypothesis. 
This is because I did some research and learned that the acid in soda can actually 
break down rust!



Why does corrosion happen?

General corrosion occurs when most or all of the atoms on a 
metal surface are oxidized, damaging the entire surface.


